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We report on the creation of a degenerate dipolar Fermi gas of erbium atoms. We force evaporative cooling
in a fully spin-polarized sample down to temperatures as low as 0.2 times the Fermi temperature. The strong
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction enables elastic collisions between identical fermions even in the zero-energy
limit. The measured elastic scattering cross section agrees well with the predictions from dipolar scattering
theory, which follow a universal scaling law depending only on the dipole moment and on the atomic mass. Our
approach to quantum degeneracy proceeds with very high cooling efficiency and provides large atomic densities,
and it may be extended to various dipolar systems.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Ss, 37.10.De, 51.60.+a, 67.85.Lm
Identical fermions with short-range interaction do not col-
lide at very low temperatures [1]. According to the rules of
quantum mechanics, the requirement of anti-symmetry of the
fermionic wave function causes the scattering cross section to
vanish in the ultracold regime. This makes ultracold fermions
special in many respects. For instance, they realize perfectly
non-interacting quantum systems, which can serve for sensi-
tive interferometers [2] and ultra-precise atomic clocks [3].
From another point of view, the absence of collisions means
that direct evaporative cooling cannot work.
The inapplicability of direct evaporative cooling to
fermions challenged scientists to develop alternative strate-
gies. The common solution is to use mixtures of two distin-
guishable atomic components [4]. In this scheme, fermions
are sympathetically cooled through elastic s-wave collisions
with fermions in other spin states [4–8], with atoms belong-
ing to a different isotope [9–13], or with atoms of a different
chemical element [14–17].
The scenario is completely different in the presence of
the long-range dipole-dipole interaction (DDI). While the ef-
fect of the short-range van der Waals interaction still freezes
out at low temperatures, as it does for non-dipolar fermions,
the DDI prevents the elastic cross section between identical
fermions from vanishing. The corresponding Wigner thresh-
old law, governing the threshold behavior of two-body scatter-
ing, gives a finite and energy-independent elastic cross section
[18–20]. As a key consequence, identical dipolar fermions
can collide even in the zero-temperature limit.
Ultracold dipolar scattering is currently attracting a re-
newed interest in connection with recent experiments on polar
molecules [21, 22] and strongly magnetic atoms [13, 23, 24].
Early theoretical work on H atoms and atoms in electric fields
suggested that dipolar scattering could provide an elastic cross
section that is large enough for direct evaporative cooling of
identical fermions [25–28]. Recent theoretical work has elu-
cidated the universal character of the dipolar scattering [29–
31] and found that the elastic dipolar cross section is deter-
mined only by the mass and the dipole moment of the parti-
cles [30]. Recent experiments on fermionic ground-state polar
KRb molecules have tested this prediction and have obtained
evidence for the anisotropic character of the DDI [21]. Experi-
ments on using dipolar scattering for evaporative cooling have
been reported for fermionic Dy [13] and KRb molecules [32],
both reaching temperatures on the order of the Fermi temper-
ature TF .
In this Letter, we report on the creation of a quantum
degenerate dipolar Fermi gas of 167Er atoms. We demon-
strate a powerful approach in which the underlying cooling
mechanism relies solely on dipolar scattering between spin-
polarized fermions. We observe a remarkably high cooling
efficiency, leading to very dense Fermi gases with typically
6.4× 104 atoms at a temperature of T/TF = 0.2 and a peak
density of 4× 1014 cm−3. Finally, we confirm the prediction
of the universal dipolar scattering theory [29, 30] by measur-
ing the Er elastic cross-section in spin-polarized fermions via
cross-dimensional thermalization [33]. Our work opens up a
conceptually novel pathway to quantum degeneracy in dipo-
lar systems that can be generalized not only to other strongly
magnetic atoms but also to ground-state polar molecules, for
which the implementation of sympathetic cooling might be
difficult.
The strong dipolar character of Er originates from its large
magnetic moment µ of 7µB, where µB is the Bohr magneton,
and its large mass [20, 34]. Among the six stable isotopes, Er
has one fermionic isotope, 167Er, with a large natural abun-
dance of 23%. While the bosonic isotopes have no hyper-
fine structure, 167Er has a nuclear spin I = 7/2, giving rise to
a manifold of eight hyperfine levels and 104 magnetic sub-
levels in the electronic ground state [35]. In spite of the much
more complex energy structure of the fermionic isotope, our
approach to quantum degeneracy is very similar to the one
we have successfully used to condense the bosonic isotope
168Er [24, 36]. It consists of a laser cooling stage followed by
direct evaporative cooling in an optical dipole trap (ODT). The
fundamental difference with respect to the bosonic case is that
the thermalization between spin-polarized fermions proceeds
solely through dipolar elastic collisions. In the present work,
we focus on spin-polarized fermions in the lowest hyperfine
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FIG. 1: (color online) Time-of-fight absorption image of a degener-
ate Fermi gas of Er atoms at T/TF = 0.21(1) after tTOF = 12ms of
expansion (a) and its density distribution integrated along the z di-
rection (upper panel) and x direction (lower panel) (b). The observed
profiles (circles) are well described by fitting a poly-logarithmic
function to the data (solid lines), while they substantially deviate
from a fit using a Gaussian distribution to the outer wings of the
cloud, i. e.w (dashed lines). The absorption image is averaged over
six individual measurements.
sublevel |F = 19/2,mF = −19/2〉, where F is the total spin
quantum number and mF is its projection along the quantiza-
tion axis.
Our laser cooling scheme relies on a Zeeman slower oper-
ating at 401nm and on a magneto-optical trap (MOT) based
on a narrow line at 583nm [36]. Both light fields act on
transitions with quantum numbers F = 19/2→ F ′ = 21/2 ,
which are sufficiently closed for laser cooling. In our scheme,
fermions in the MOT are naturally spin-polarized into the low-
est magnetic sublevel |19/2,−19/2〉 because of a combined
effect of gravity and the MOT light [36]. We typically capture
1×107 atoms at T = 7µK in the MOT. All measurements in
the present work are performed by absorption imaging on the
401-nm transition.
For evaporative cooling, we first transfer the atoms from
the MOT into a single-beam large-volume ODT at 1064nm
and then into a tightly focused ODT at 1570nm. The first trap
is used as an intermediate step to increase the transfer effi-
ciency from the MOT. It consists of a single horizontal beam
with a power of 20W and elliptical focus. The beam waists
are approximately 20µm and 200µm in the vertical and hor-
izontal direction, respectively. The corresponding trap depth
is roughly 100µK. From the large-volume trap, the atoms are
loaded into a tightly focused ODT at 1570nm. This second
trap is made of a single horizontal beam, which is collinear to
the large-volume trapping beam and has a waist of 15µm. The
initial power of the 1570nm beam is 1.8W, corresponding
to trap frequencies of (νx,νy,νz) = (2147,51,2316)Hz and a
trap depth of about kB× 190µK. Here, z is the direction of
gravity. At this stage, we have 1.5×106 atoms at T/TF = 4.4
with T = 28µK and a peak density of about 1.2×1014 cm−3.
The Fermi temperature is defined as TF = hν¯(6N)1/3/kB,
where ν¯ is the geometric mean of the trap frequencies and h
is the Planck constant. We force evaporation by reducing the
power of the horizontal beam in a near-exponential manner.
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FIG. 2: (color online) Evaporation trajectory to Fermi degeneracy.
(a) Temperature evolution during the evaporation ramp and (b) corre-
sponding T/TF versus N. The ratio T/TF is obtained from the width
σ of the distribution (triangles) and from the fugacity (circles); see
text. The error bars originate from statistical uncertainties in temper-
ature, number of atoms, and trap frequencies for the width measure-
ments and the standard deviations obtained from several independent
measurements for the fugacity. The solid line is a linear fit to the data
for 0.2 < T/TF < 4.
When TF is reached, we introduce a vertical beam at 1570nm
to confine the fermions into the crossed region created by the
two beams and to preserve the atomic density. Its power is
gradually increased and reaches 1.2W at the end of the evap-
oration. The vertical beam has a beam waist of 33µm. Dur-
ing evaporation, we apply a homogeneous guiding magnetic
field to maintain the spin-polarization in the system. At high
temperature, the magnetic field value is about 1.7G, which is
large enough to avoid any thermal excitation into higher spin
states. For temperature below 3.2TF , we decrease the value
of the magnetic field to 0.59G, where we observe a slightly
better evaporation efficiency. After 10s of forced evaporation,
we obtain a deeply degenerate Fermi gas.
Figure 1(a) shows a typical time-of-flight (TOF) absorption
image of a degenerate dipolar Fermi gas of N = 6.4× 104
and a peak density of n0 = 4×1014 cm−3 at T/TF = 0.21(1)
with TF = 1.33(2)µK. At this point, our trap frequen-
cies are (470,346,345)Hz. Fermi degeneracy reveals itself
in a smooth change of the momentum distribution from a
Maxwell-Boltzmann to a Fermi-Dirac distribution [37]. Cor-
respondingly, the atomic density profile is expected to change
its Gaussian shape into a poly-logarithmic one. A fit to TOF
images reveals that at temperatures above ≈ 0.5TF the Gaus-
sian and poly-logarithmic function are hardly distinguishable
from each other and both describe the data well. By further
decreasing the temperature, we observe a gradually increasing
deviation from the Gaussian shape. This deviation is evident
in Fig. 1(b), which shows a density profile at T/TF = 0.21(1).
A Gaussian fit to the outer wings of the cloud, i. e. outside
the disk with radius w, with w being the 1/e diameter of the
Gaussian fit to the entire cloud, clearly overestimates the pop-
ulation at the center of the cloud. This is a fingerprint of Fermi
degeneracy, meaning that the population of low-energy levels
is limited by the Pauli exclusion principle.
In all our measurements, we extract T/TF from fits to the
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FIG. 3: (color online) Absorption images of the atomic cloud with
a Stern-Gerlach separation of the spin components. A magnetic
field gradient of about 40 G/cm is applied during the expansion for
about 7ms. (a)-(e) Along the entire evaporative cooling sequence,
atoms are always spin-polarized in the lowest hyperfine sublevel
|F = 19/2,mF =−19/2〉. T/TF of the atomic samples are indicated
in each panel. In (f) the image is obtained right after RF mixing of the
spin states for the sample at T/TF = 0.33(1). The three clouds cor-
respond to the magnetic sublevels mF =−19/2, −17/2, and −15/2
from bottom to top.
density profiles using either a poly-logarithmic or a Gaussian
function. In the former case, the fit gives both the fugacity ζ
and the parameter σ characterizing the width of the distribu-
tion. The fugacity directly gives T/TF = [−6×Li3(−ζ )]−1/3,
with Lin being the n-th order poly-logarithmic function [7, 9].
The parameter σ is related to the atomic temperature by
T = mσ2/(kBt2TOF), where tTOF is the time of flight and m is
the mass of 167Er, and together with TF , calculated from N and
ν¯ , gives a more indirect value for T/TF . We determine T/TF
using both methods, which show well consistent results.
To get deeper insights into the evaporation process and
the underlying collisional properties we study the evapora-
tion trajectory. Figure 2 summarizes our results. We observe
that the evaporation first proceeds with high efficiency down
to temperatures well below TF and then plateaus at about
T/TF = 0.2. The latter behavior suggests that further cool-
ing is limited by Pauli blocking [4, 6, 7, 9] and that more thor-
oughly optimized evaporation ramps might be needed to reach
even lower temperatures. The deepest degeneracy we attained
is T/TF = 0.19(1) with N = 4.0× 104. From the slope of
the evaporation trajectory, we obtain the efficiency parameter
γ . This parameter quantifies the gain in phase-space density
PSD at the expense of the atom number and can be written as
γ =−d(lnPSD)/d(lnN) =−3×d(lnT/TF)/d(lnN). From a
linear fit to the data down to T/TF = 0.2, we find γ = 3.5(2).
This remarkably large number is in the league of the best
evaporation efficiencies observed in experiments with ultra-
cold atoms based on s-wave scattering, including our experi-
ments with the bosonic 168Er [24] and experiments on strongly
interacting two-component Fermi gases [5, 38, 39].
Our interpretation of the cooling process in terms of dipo-
lar scattering relies on the full spin polarization of the sample.
Another spin state being present would lead to s-wave colli-
sions in the sample. Therefore it is important to make sure
that we do not have any other spin state present. For this
reason, we carry out a dedicated set of Stern-Gerlarch-type
measurements at various stages of the evaporation. During the
whole evaporation sequence, we never observe any population
in spin states different from the mF =−19/2 state. Figure 3(a-
e) shows the relevant portion of the TOF image, where atoms
are observed. To identify unambiguously the spatial positions
of the different spin components, we intentionally prepare a
spin mixture by radio-frequency (RF) transfer; see Fig. 3(f). It
is worth to mention that we observe fast spin relaxation when
a multi-component mixture is prepared [40].
The effectiveness of our evaporative cooling scheme sug-
gests a very favorable ratio of the elastic scattering rate to
the inelastic one. We explore elastic scattering by measur-
ing the elastic dipolar cross section σel in our spin-polarized
fermionic sample via cross-dimensional thermalization exper-
iments [33]. We compress the system in one spatial direction
by increasing the power of the vertical beam by about a factor
of three. We then monitor the time evolution of the temper-
ature in the other direction, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.
The time constant τ for cross-dimensional thermalization is
directly connected to σel through the relation τ = α/(n¯σelv),
where α is the number of collisions required to thermalize, n¯
is the mean density, and v = 4
√
kBT/(pim) is the mean rel-
ative velocity. A delicate point of our analysis is the estima-
tion of α , which depends on the underlying scattering mecha-
nism. We employ α = 4.1, which has been numerically calcu-
lated for non-dipolar p-wave collisions and has been applied
to KRb polar molecules [21]. Although p-wave collisions are
expected to be the leading term in dipolar scattering of identi-
cal fermions, more detailed calculations of α might be needed
to fully account for the mixing of partial waves resulting from
the DDI [41].
In this way, we explore elastic scattering over a wide range
of atom numbers from 3×104 to 1.1×105 and for various fi-
nal temperatures ranging from 300 to 600 nK. Our findings
at 0.59G [42] are shown in Fig. 4. In the non-degenerate
regime (T & TF ), we obtain a constant elastic cross section
with a mean value of 2.0(5)× 10−12 cm2, corresponding to
[2.7(3)× 102a0]2, where a0 is the Bohr radius. The error bar
is mainly due to systematic uncertainties in trap frequencies,
temperature, and number of atoms. Below TF , the effect of
quantum degeneracy becomes visible through a suppression
of scattering events caused by Pauli blocking. In this regime,
we can interpret our measurements in terms of an effective
elastic cross section, which also includes the Pauli suppression
factor. As expected, we observe a substantial decrease of the
effective σel for decreasing T/TF , similarly to the case of s-
wave collisions between fermions in different spin states [44].
Dipolar scattering theories predict an energy-independent
elastic cross section for identical fermions in the low-energy
regime [18–20]. The cross section is predicted to follow a
universal scaling law that is fully determined by a single pa-
rameter - the dipolar length D [30] - and it reads as
σel = 6.702×D2, (1)
where D = 2pi2d2m/h2 with d2 = µ0µ2/(4pi) and µ0 being
the vacuum permeability. This equation shows a clear anal-
ogy to the ordinary s-wave scattering, where D plays the role
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FIG. 4: (color online) Effective elastic cross-section as a func-
tion of T/TF after thermalization. In the non-degenerate regime,
the effective cross section is constant and gives a mean value of
2.0(5)× 10−12cm2. The error bars for each point contain the sta-
tistical uncertainties of the time constant for cross-dimensional ther-
malization, of the trap frequencies, and of the temperature. A typical
cross-dimensional thermalization measurement with an exponential
fit to the data is shown in the inset. Tz is the temperature along the
z-direction.
of the scattering length. For the Er parameters, the univer-
sal theory predicts σel = 1.8×10−12 cm2, which is in reason-
able agreement with the measured value. The small deviation
might be due to the chosen value for α , to systematic errors,
or to a residual effect of the short-range physics, which is not
included in the theory.
Our observations suggest that inelastic losses are very
weak. Since the atoms are fully polarized in the lowest spin
state, inelastic losses can only be caused by collisions with
the background gas and by three-body decay. To investigate
this more quantitatively, we carry out atom-decay measure-
ments by recording the number of atoms as a function of the
hold time in an ODT initially loaded with N ' 1×105 atoms
at T/TF ' 0.47. In spite of the very high peak density of
3× 1014cm−3, we find the atom number to decay in a purely
exponential manner (time constant 40s) without showing any
signature of three-body processes. From this observation we
can derive an upper limit for the three-body recombination
rate constant as low as L3 ≤ 3×10−30 cm6/s.
The remarkable efficiency of evaporative cooling in a
single-component Fermi gas of Er and the exceptionally high
densities together with low inelastic collision rates can be un-
derstood in terms of a very favorable combination of the DDI
with the p-wave barrier. While DDI is strong enough to pro-
vide us with a sufficient cross section for elastic collisions,
it is weak enough to preserve a substantial repulsive barrier
for any alignment of the colliding dipoles. Even for the case
of maximum dipolar attraction (head to tail configuration),
the effective potential, given by the interplay between the p-
wave barrier and the DDI, features a repulsive barrier with
a maximum height V (rmax) = 2h¯2/(27mD2) at rmax = 3D.
For Er, the barrier height still exceeds kB × 7µK, which is
much larger than all collision energies in the final evaporation
stage. This prevents atoms from getting close to each other
and three-body decay, which requires short-range interactions,
is strongly suppressed.
In conclusion, we produce a degenerate dipolar Fermi gas
of 167Er atoms. We demonstrate direct evaporative cooling
of identical fermions via universal dipolar scattering. Our
method provides two key advantages: feeble inelastic losses
and exceptionally high attainable densities. The former as-
pect is favorable for reaching low values of T/TF , which are
ultimately limited by the so-called hole-heating mechanism
caused by inelastic losses [45, 46]. The latter aspect has im-
portant consequences for dipolar physics. The relevant energy
scale for dipolar phenomena at the many-body level is given
by n0d2 [20, 34]. Given the high densities achieved here, our
degenerate Fermi gas of Er currently is the most dipolar quan-
tum gas available in experiments, with n0d2 being 0.92% of
the Fermi energy. We speculate that even much higher densi-
ties than the ones here attained may be achieved since we do
not see any limiting process. This may open a way for observ-
ing p-wave pairing in dipolar gases and for the creation of an
anisotropic Fermi superfluid [47, 48].
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